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ÜLLfiä 

The question of what belongs to the domain of parsing and what is 

part of the domain of inference inevitahly coffies up when attempting to 

put together a system in order to do natural language understanding. 

This paper is intended to explain the difference within the context of 

Conceptual Dependency Theory [51,(6],and t71, categorize the kinds cf 

inferences that are necessary within such an understanding system, and 

outline the basic elements and processes that make up the program at 

Stanford that currently handles thes3 inference tasks. 

We shall assume in this paper that it is the desire of those 

researchers who work on the problems of computational linguistics to 

have a system that is capable o* responding intelligently, on the basis 

of its own model of the world, in reaction to a given input sentence. 

Thus, we assuse here that a system that responds as follows (for 

example) is both an interesting and useful system if it accomplishes 

these things in a •theoretically correct' iianners 

(1) INPUT; I am going to buy some aspirin for my cold, 
OLTiPUT; Why don't you try some chicken soup instead? 

(2) INPUT: John asked Mary for a book. 
OUTPUTt A book about what? 

(3) INPUT: Do you want s  piece of chocolate. 
OUTPUT: No, I don't want to spoil my appetite for dinner. 

(4) INPUT: John went to the store. 
OUTPUT: Uhat did he want to buy? 



Before getting into the descrIptions of the various Kinds of 

inferences to which a conceptual niemory should be sensitive, the notion 

of inference and how it differs from logical deductions (for instance in 

a theorem-prover or question answerer) should be made clear. 

in its broadest sense, we consider an inference to be a new piece 

of information which is generated from other pieces of informäiion, and 

which may or may not be true. The intent of inference-making is to 

"fill out" a situation which is ailuded to by 3n utteranc (or story 

line) in hopes of tying pieces of information together *o determine such 

things as feasibility, causality and intent of the utterance at that 

point. There are sßv^ral fe3tures of all inferences which should make 

clear how sn inference differs in substance and intent from a forma! 

deduct ion: 

(1) inference generation is 8 "reflex response" in a conceptual 

memory. That is. one of the definitions of "processing 

conceptual input" is the generation of inferences fro« it. This 

means that there is always an implicit wotivavion to gfcneratc 

new information from old. In a theorem prover or question- 

answerer, deductions are performed only upon demand from some 

external  process. 

(2) An inference is not necessariiy a logically valid deduct ion. 

This means that the new information repr«sented by the inference 

might not bear any format logical relationship to those pieces 

of information from which it is generated. A good example of 

this     is called    "affirmation    of  the    consequent",    a technique 



fruitfully utilised dy Sherlock Holmes, and certainly utilized 

by people in everyday situations. Briefly, this refers to the 

"syllogism" A r> B, B; therefore A. in this sense (and there are 

other exaInpies,, conceptual memory is strikingly different from 

3 formal deductive system. 

(3) An obvious -equence of (2) is that an inference is not 

necessarily true, for this reason, it is useful for memory to 

retain and propagate measures of the degree to which a piece of 

information is like'y tc ös true, tlemory must also be designed 

whith the idea that NO information is inviolably true, but 

rather must always oe uilitng and able to respond to 

contradictions. 

(4) The motivations for inference generation and forma! deduction 

are entirtiUj different. Formal deductions are highly directed in 

the snnse that a well-defined goal has been established, and a 

path from sowe starting conditions (axioms and theorems) to this 

goal is desired. Inferences on the other hand are not nearly so 

directed. Infe encas are generally mae'e "to see what they can 

see". The "got!" of inferencin^; is rather amorphous: make ar. 

inference, then test to see whether it looks similar to, is 

identical to, or contradicts some other piece of ir.formatum in 

the system, When one of these situations occurs, memcru takes 

special action in the for» of discontinuing a lire of 

inferencing, asking a question, revising old information, 

creating causal relationships, or invoking a belief pattern. 

- 



(5) A memory which uses the types of inference we will describe 

needs some means of recourse for altering thft c-edibility cf a 

piece of information when the credibility of some piece of 

information which was used in its generation change?, in other 

words, memory needs tc remember WHY a piece of infoririaHon 

exists, in contrast, a formal deductive system in general 

doesn't "care (or need to know) where a fact came from, only 

that it exists and is true. 

Having made these distinctions between conceptua! inference and 

other types cf Isgical deductions, we will describe some distinct vypes 

of inference. 

Ue take as one of our operating assumptions, that the desired 

output for a conceptual analyzer is a meaning representation. Since H 

is possible to go directly froia an input .entence into a maaning 

representation (see WJ, C5) and (9J for doscriptione of cofcputer 

programs that oo this), we shall Jisregard any discussion of syntactic 

parsing output. 

Uhat then should bs present in a meaning reprossntation? Ue claim 

that :t is necessary for a meaning representation to contain each and 

«very concept and conceptual reistion that is explicitly or imolicitly 

referred to by the sentence being considered. 

  ^■^   '"^"K l|g|^BiMW»lMIWWlli«ilLI      ,__^äi 



BM explicit reference ue wean the concepts that underlie a given 

iiord. Thus ue h^ve the concept of John for 'John' and the concept of a 

book tor 'book' in sentence (5); 

(5) John bought a book. 

i.uiever, we claim in addition that an adequate i, ;3ning representation 

T.ust make explicit what is implicit but nonetheless definitely 

referenced in a given sentence. Thus, in (3) we nave the word 'bought' 

which implicitly references two actions of transfer, one whose object is 

the book and the other whose iect is some valuable entity. Host 

hearers of (5), unless specifically told otherwise, will assume that 

this object is 'money'. 

it is here then that ue shall make our first distinction between 

the province of parsing (or the extraction of explicit and implicit 

in format ion) and that of inference (the adding-or, of probably correct 

Information). The word 'buy' has a nuotber of senses in English, but the 

surrounding information dirambiguates 'buy' so thai in sSi it can only 

mean that two actions of transfer occurred and that each action caused 

the other's existence. Furthermore, it is always true that whenever one 

of these transfer actions is present (hence called ATRANs for abstract 

transfer) it is also true that an actor did the ATRANSing; there was an 

object acted upon, and there was a recipient and a donor of this object. 

Ue now state our first inference type which we call LINGUIST IC- 

IieRENCfc: 



1. An instance of LINGUISTIC-iNFEMlCj exists Mh«n. in the 
abse ice of specific information to the contrM-y, a given 
Merd or syntactic construction can be taken to mean that a 
specific hut unmentioned object is present in a predicted 
case for a given ACT with :: Mkiihood of near certainty. 

In the above example, the ACT is ATRANS. its predicted cases are 

OBJECT, RECIPIENT (includes receiver and donor) and INSTRUMENT. The 

uor6 'buy' by definition refer? to ths ACT APANG and therefore 

implicitly references its cases. However, in addition 'buy' hab as a 

lincjuistic inference the object 'money' as the otject of the ATRANS 

uhoas actor is the subject of the sentence in which 'buij appears. 

Ue assign to the conceptual analyzer the problem of handling 

explicit reference, implicit reference, and linguistic inference within 

a meaning representation because these are consequences of words. Using 

Conceptual Dependency notation (uhere <»> denotes the relation between 

actor ami action: *--0 denotes the relation between action and object; 

<» denotes causality dependence; and 

den&...3 the relation between action, object, recipient and donor), the 

conceptual analyzer (described in W)  outputs the following for (5); 

I 
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p 0 

III ill I R i-J «ONE* 

111 ^ '—i  nMN M I I I I «-— JOHN 

iii vv 
P        o 

*ONE« <-««..=> *ATRANS* .---- BOOK 
t 
j R i—. JOHN 

K- *ÜNE* 

Two more common examples of linguistic inference can be seen uith 

reference to sentences (G) and (7): 

(G) Does John drink? 
(7) John hi t t^ary. 

!n (SI most hearers assume that the referenced object is 'alcoholic 

beveragßs' although it is unstated. !t is a property of the word 'drink* 

that when it appears without a sentential object 'aiuoholii. ueverage' ■s 

understood .  (In fact, this a property of quite a feu languages, but 

from this it should not be thought that this is a property nf the 

concept underlying 'drink'. Rather it is an artifact of the languages 

that most of them share coitimon cultural associations.) Thus, given that 

this is a linguistic inference, and that our concsptual analyzer is 

responsible for making linguistic inferenco?, our analyzer puts cut the 

following conceptual structure for it: 



? 0 
iOHN <"=> »INGEST* i~-- LIQUOR 

t 
1 D 1—» »INSIDE« «-- JOHN 

^— *nOUTH* »--- JOHN 

The ACT INGEST i» used nere. Ue shall explain the notion ot a priaitive 

ACT in the next section. 

In 17), we again have the probleiR that wnal hearers usually assume 

to be the meaning of this sentence is in fact c^ite beyond what the 

sentence explicitly says. Sentence (7) does not explicitly state what 

John did. Rather- we must call upon some other information to decide :f 

John threw something at Hary OP if he swung his hand at her (and whether 

his hand was holding some oüjectl. Notice that th? same ambiguity 

evict's if we had sentence (8)« but that one meaning is preferred over 

the other in (3): 

i8) John hit flary with a sticV. 
(9) ..'ohn hit flary with a slingshot. 

Ue shall c'aitn that for  (7) whe.i no othtr information is explicit, the 

most iikely reading is identical with the reading tor (18): 

(10! John hit hary with his hand. 

Thus, (7) is another ex'-'pl« of linguistic inference and it is the 

responsibility of the concep' 3l analyser to as^ime 'hand' as t."ie thing 

rnmilifirMi 



that hit flary on casis of having seen 'hit' occurring with no 

syntactic instrument. (Note tnat syntactic instrument is quite 

different from the conceptual INSTRUHENTAL -.ase mentioned earlier). 

Before -je get into inferences that ai'e not linguistic it wi II be 

necessary to explain further the elements of the meaning representation 

that ue  use as the input to our inference making procedures. 

Ue would like to point out at this point that ue assign ths 

problem of extracting conceptual structures and making linguistic 

inferences to the domain of the conceptual analyzer. This is because the 

information that it used for making the decisions involvbd in those 

processes is contained in the particular language under analysis. From 

this point on in this paper we shall be discussing inferencp thai come 

from world knowledge rather than from a particular language, it is those 

interlingual processes that we assign to the domain of a memory and 

inference program such as we shall describe in section VI. 

Hi. THE FOURTEEN FRiniTlVE ACTIONS 

Conceptual Oepedency theory is intended to be an interlingual 

meaning ropressntatio« . Because it is intended to be language free, it 

is necessary in our representations to break down sentences into the 

elements that nrake them up. In order to do this it is necessary to 

establish a syntax of possible conceptual relationships and a set of 

conceptual categories that these relate. Furthermore it is necessary 



that requirements be established for how a given word is mapped into a 

conceptual construction. 

There arF six conceptual categories in Conceptual Ospendencys 

PP Real world objects 
ACT Real world actions 
PA Attributes of objects 
AA Attributes of actions 
T Tinses 
LOC Locations 

These categories can relate in certain specified ways which arc 

considered to be the syntactic rules of conceptualizations. There ar 

sixtean of these conceptual syntax rules, but we shall list here only 

the onss that will be used in this paper: 

16 



PP <">  ACT    indicates that an actor acted 

PR <e> PA     indicates that an object is in a given statu 

0 
ACT i  PP   indicates the object of an action 

R j— PP 
ACT '—t       indicates the recipient and the donor of an 

I»-- PP  object within an action 

0 |-»PP 
ACT <—|      indicates Mc direction of an object us thin 

|<— PP  an action 

I A 
ACT ♦  |]    indicates the instrumental conceptualization 

\/   for an action 
X 

/ \ 
III        indicates that conceptualization X causad 
ill        conceptualisation Y. Uhen wr.tten with a "c", 
Y th.s form denotes that X COULD cause Y. 

j— PA2 
PP <■]       indicates a state change of an object 

I«-- PA1 

PP1 .-- PP2    indicates that PP2 is either PART Or or the 
POSSFSSOR OF PP1 

In Conceptuai Oepenüency, tenses are considered to be 

modifications of the main link, between actor and action (<»■»), or the 

I ink tjstueen an object and its sta*e (<H>). The main link Biodifiers ue 

shaiI uoe hers are: 

11 
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p past 
f future 
(nulI)  present 
ts»x begin a relation at time x 
tf«x end a relation at time x 
c conditional 
/ negation 
? question 

The most important category for cur purposes here is the ACT. A 

word maps into an ACT when it specifically refers to a given possible 

action in the world. Often verbs only reference unstated actions and 

make specific reference to states or relationships between these 

unspecified actions. As an example of the former we have ssntence (11): 

Ü1) John hurt flaru. 

Here, the real world action that John did is unstated. Only tfe 

effect of this action is known: namely that it caused flary to enter a 

'hurt* state.. Similarly, in (12) the word 'prevent' is not a specific 

real world action but rather reters to the fact that some unstated 

action caused that some other action (that may or may not be speciflsd 

later on ;n the sentence) did not occur, 

(12) John prevented Hary from giving a hock to Bili. 

The analyses of thtse sontences (il and 12) are as foMowst 

12 



and 

P 
JOHN <--=> *00* 

i \ 
111 
III 
IN 
p  1-- *HEALTH* - iX-2) 

MARY <siieaas«! 
U- »HEALTH* - iX) 

P 
JOHN <==-> *DO* 

/ \ 

c/ 0 
nARY <•-—«i> *ATRANS* ^-••- BOOK 

P     t 
1 R !--•» BILL 

i,.... nARY 

Since many verbs are dpcomposed into constructions that involve 

only unstated actions (denoted by DO) and/of attributes of objects 

(PA's) and since we require that any two sentences that have the same 

meaning be represented in one and only one way, the set of primitive 

ACTs that are used is important. 

Me have found that 3 set of only fourteen primitive actions is 

necessary to account for the action part of a large class of natural 

language bentenc3S. This noes not mean that these primitives are merely 

c-ategory names for types of actions. Rather, any given verb is mapped 

into a conceptual construction that may use one or more of the primitive 

ACTs  in certain specified relationships plus other object and state 

13 
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information. That is, it is very important that no information be lost 

with the use of these primitives.  It is the task ct the primitives t 

conjoin cimilar information so that inference rules need not be written 

for every individual surface verb, but rather inference rules can 

written for the ACTs.  This of course turns out to be extremel 

economical from the point of view of memory functioning, 

Tne fourteen ACTs are: 

ATRANS The transfer of an abstract relationship such as 
possession, ownership, or control. 

PTRANS The 'ransfer of physical location of an object. 

PROPEL The application of a physical force to an object, 

MOVE The movement of 3 bodypart of an animal. 

GRASP The grasping of an object by an actor. 

INGEST The taking in of an object by an animai. 

EXPEL  The expulsion from the body of an animal into 

the nor Id. 

fITRANS The transfer of mental information between 
animals or within an animal. Ue partition menio-y 
Into CP (conscious processor), LTD (long-term 
memory), and sense organs. nTRANSing takes place 
between these menta1 '^cations. 

CONC   The conceptual "12inn    thinking about an idea by 

an animal. 

tlBUILO The construction by an animal of new information 
from old information, 

SMELL  The action of directing ones nose towrds an odor. 

SPEAK  The action cf producing sounds from the mouth. 

I.OOK-AT The directing of ones eueb towards an object, 

LISTEN-TO The directing of ones ears towards an object. 

U 



The foilouing  important rules  are used  within Conceptual 

Dependency: 

(1) Thers are four conceptual cases: OBJECTIVE. R££I£im DIRECTIVE. 

INSTRUHENTAL. 

(2) Each ACT takes ♦rom two to three of these cases obi igatorat ly and 

none optional!y. 

(3) INSTRUtlENTAL case is itself a complete conceptualization involving 

an ACT and i ts cases. 

(4) Only animate objects may serve as actors except for PROPEL. 

Ut 5re now ready to return to the problem of inference. 

IV. LANGUAGE-FREE INFERENCES 

The next class of inference we shall discuss are those that come 

from objects and relate to the normal function of those objects. As 

examples we have 'sentences (13) and (14): 

(13) John told flaru that he wants a book. 
(14) John likes chocolate. 

These sentences have in common that they refer to an action without 

specifically stating it. In these examples, this missing act concerns 

the probable use of soir.e object. In (13) that A(r is probably NTRANS 

(i.e. people usually want books because they want to MTRANS information 

from them) and in (14) that ACT is probably INGEST (i.e. people normally 

IS 
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'like' chocolate because they like to INGEST it). Uhile it is certainly 

possible that these uere not the intended ACTs (John could like burning 

books and painting with chocolate) it is highly likely that uithout 

contrary information most speakers uiM assume that thses ACTs were 

referenced. In fact, psychological i^sts have shown that in many cases 

most hearers will not actually remembnr whether the ACTs were 

specifically mentioned or not. Notice in the first example that the 

missing MTRANS (of information from the book) is an inference which 

occurs AFTER the meaning representation of the sentence has been 

established (i.e. this sentence is analyzed as 'if someone were to 

ATRANS a book to me it would cause me pleasure'). On the other hand, the 

missing INGEST in the second example is inferred during the analysis 

because the REPRESENTATION itself depends upon the analyzer knowing what 

it means to 'like' a food. Therefore, the determination of an object's 

probable relation to an actor is never strictly a part of just the 

analyzer or just the memo'-y. but rather a tasK of conceptual analysis in 

general. 

It is important to mention that, regardless of the ultimate 

correctness of the chosen ACT. Conceptual Dependency predicts that an 

ACT is missing because verbs like 'want' and 'like' are i epresented as 

stales. In the parsing of each of these sentences it is found that an 

actor and an object are present with no ACT to link them. This causes a 

search to be made for the correct ACT to fill that spot. 

lie  thus have our second and third inference-types: 

2.  An instance of AQT-INFERENCE is present when an actor 

16 
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and an object occur in ?. conceptual i rat 1 en without an ACT to 
connect them, and the object in question has a normal 
function in the world. In this case the normal function is 
assumed to be the implicitly referenced ACT. 

'J. A TRAN3-ENA3LE-1NFERENCE occurs with a conceptualizations 
involving one of the TRANS ACTs. It is inferred that the 
TRANS conceptualization enables another conceptualization 
involving the same actor and obiect to take place. Ths 
specific act for this inferred conceptualization then comes 
about via ACT-INFERENCE, Inferences of this type are 
frequently useful for inferring the intended use of a 
physical or mental object. 

The finished analyses for (13) and (14) after ACT-INFERENCE and 

TRANS-ENABLE-1NFERENCE take pi ace are then: 

p 0 !--» *CP* —■- flARY 
JOHN <---> »I1TRANS* <-—-| 

t      I—- *CP* -— JOHN 
10 

f         0 I 
»ONE* <-«=> »ATRANS* —-- BOOK | 

/ \    t j 
i     | R j-~. JOHN | 

I     l_J I 
|c       k— *0NE* | 

I I 
I I 
!     <«S»3S««SS53SSf£3aS»SBä5i>    tiMQCt    ■    »Llil*    < J'JHN 

JOHN <i 
|| j—. »JOY* - {X+2J 
ssas j 

«■— »JOY* - (X) 
(i.e. the conceptualization 
to the left has mental 
location John's LTH) 

17 



(which eventually  iaads to 9 similar graph,  except  that 

f 0 
JOHN <—> »fITRANS* .---- »CONCEPTS* 

t 
| o I-— *Cn* t— JOHN 

h— BOOK 

replaces the *ATRANS*. i.e. John wants to read the book), 
and 

JOHN <-«> »1NGE3T* •—- CHOCOLATE 
/ V    t 

||     JO |—• »INSIDE* t— JOHN 
lie   |_J 

I«-— »MOUTH* -— jm 

!! 
il 

..3ä£S==ä-=täs> *nL0C* - *LTn* »»- JOHN 

j  I-— »JOY* • (X+2) 
JOHN <«uai| 

I*.— »JOY* - (X) 

The next kind of inference that we shall discuss has to do with 

the results of a given ACT. Consider sentences (151, (IS), and (17/s 

(15) John went to South Dakota. 
(IG) John tolo fla-y that Bill was a doctor, 
(17) John gave flary a '■-o^. 

Each of these sentences refers to an ACT that has a cotnnion result. Here 

again, when no information is given that contradicts this prediction, it 

is reasonable to assume that the normal result of the action was 

t 
18 



achieved.  (Here, as in most of the examples given in this paper,  it is 

necessary in English to use the conjunction 'but' to indicate that the 

inferred result did not take place. Thus, unless we add 'but he didn't 

get there' to (IS), *he hearer will assume he did.) 

Ue thus have our fourth example of inference: 

4. RESULT-INFERENCE can be made whenever a TRANC ACT is 
present and no information exists that would contradict the 
inferred resu!t. 

Thus, whenever PTRANS is present, we can infer that the location 

of the object is now the directive case of PTRANS. Whenever ATRANS is 

present we can infer that there is a raw possessor of the object, namely 

the recipient, and lastly, wherever an fITRANS occurs we can assume that 

the infortiiat ion that was transferred to the conscious processor (CP) of 

the brain became present there. Thus for (IS), Hary can be aasumed to 

'know' the informaf'on tia^ was told to her sine« 'know' is represented 

as 'exist in the long term .nemory (LTH) * and 'tell'  involves MTRANSing 

* 
to ths conscious processor which leads to LTfl. . A program that deals 

with this problem uiM be discussed later on in this paper. 

The fifth kind of inference that we shall discuss is called 

OBJECT-AFFECT-INFERENCE. This kind of inference also concerns the 

result of an ACT but here we mean result to refer to some new physical 

state of the object involved. Sentences (18) and (19) illustrate this 

problem: 

(IS) John hit Mary with a rock. 
(19) John ate the egg. 
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Both (IS) and Ü3) maK--! an implic;t statement about a new physical stale 

of the item tha>. is in the objective case. In (18) we can guess that 

hary's state of physical health might nave oeen diminished by this ACT 

(i.e. she was hurt). In (19) wa know that the egg, no matter what state 

it was in before this ACT, is now in a state of not existing at a! I 

snyniore. Thus we have inference-type 5: 

5. An instance of OBJECT-AFFECT-INFEfKNCE may be present 
with any of the physical ACTs (INGEST, EXPEL, PROPEL, GRASP, 
HOVE). The certainty of any of tiiese inferences is dependent 
on the particular ACT, i.e., INGEST almost always affects 
the object, PROPEL usually does, and the effects of the 
others are less frequert but possible. Uhen OBJECT-AFFECT- 
INFERENCE is present, a new resultant physical !'t3te is 
understood as having been caused by the given ACT. 

The analyses for  (18) and (13) are given below. Note that if 

'rock' is replaced by 'feather' in (18) the inference under discussion 

is invalid. Thus, in order to accosplish this inference correctly on a 

machine, the specifications for under what conditions it is valid for a 

given ACT must be given. Obviously thes^ spscifications involve mass and 

acceleration as well as fragility in thft case of PROPEL. 

P 0 
JOHN <—> »PROPEL* •—- ROCK 

/ \    t 
III    |D |-~» MARY 
III    I—I 
Ml       I«— JOHN 
III 

ROCX 
A  <»5E> »PHYSCONT* 

flARY 
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and 

P 0 
JOHN <"-> »iNG'^ST« —— EGG 

t 
| 0 I-— »INSIDE* *--  JOHN 
I—I 

l—- *nOUTH* •-— JOHN 

The next Kind of inference we shall discuss concerns the reasons 

for a given action. Until nou, we have only considered the effects of an 

action or thrt unstated pieces of a given conceptualiztion.  However, m 

order to conduc'  an intei'igent conversation it is often necessary to 

'ir the reason behind a given event. Consider sentences (20),(21), and 

(28)  John hit Mary. 
(21) John took an aspirin. 
(22) John flattered Hary. 

Ue    would    like a    coBiputer    to have    the    ability to    raspcnd    to these 

sentences as  follows; 

("8a)  What  did Nary do  to make John angry? 
(21a)   Uhöt  was wrong with John? 
(22a)  What does John want Mary to do  for him? 

In order to accomplish this, we need to use sorce of the inference-types 

discissed above first. T^us, in (28), we must firsi establish that Nary 

might be nurt before we can invoke an appropriate belief pattern. By 

belief pattern we    mean a sequence    of causally-related ACTs    and states 
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that are shdreti by many speakers within a culture. Such a sequence 

usually deals uith what is appropriate or expected behavior and is often 

a prescription for action on the pa-t of the hearer , 

The belief pattern called by (201 is commonly described aa 

VENOEANCE. !t states that people do things to hurt people because they 

feel that have been hurt by that psrsori. This belief pattern supplies a 

reason for the action by the actor. Thus wa come to the sixth Kind of 

inference: 

S. An ir.stance of BELIEF-PATTERN-INFERENCE exists if the 
given event plus iM inferred results fits a belief pattern 
that has in it the reason for that kind of action under 
ordinary circumstances. 

In example (21) we have an instance of the UANT belief pattern 

which refers to the fact that people seek to obtain objects for what 

they can use them for (this ii. intimately related to inference-type 2 

discussed above). Sentence (22) refers to the RECIPROCITY beiief 

pattern (which deals with 'gocd' tlvngs, VENGEANCE taking care of the 

'bad' ones). RECIPROCITY comes in two types. The one being used here is 

anticipatory. That is, the action is being done with the hope that the 

nice results achieved for one person will encourage that person to do 

something which will yield nice results for the original actor., 

Ue wi I! further discuss (20) later on in this paper when we 

outline the procedure by which our computer program producss (20a) in 

response to it. 

The newt  kind of  inference i^e  shall discuss  is called 
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I NSTRtjriENTAL-INFERENCE. It is the nature of tha primitive ACTs 

discussed earlier tnat they can take only a small set of ACTs as 

instrument. Thus, for example, whenever INGEST occurs PTRANS must be 

its instrumental ACT because oy definition PTRANS is the only possible 

instrument for INGEST. The reason for this is that in order for someone 

to eat something it is necessary to move it to him or him to it. Thus, 

whenever INGEST is present we can make the legitimite inference that the 

object of INGEST was PTRANSed to the mouth (nose, e. .) of the actor. If 

this inference is incorrect, it is only because the direction of motion 

was mouth to object instead. Also, whenever PTRANS appears, the 

instrument must have been either HOVE w PROPEL. That is, in order to 

change the location of something it s necessary to move a bodypart or 

else apply a force to that object (which in turn requires moving a 

bodypart).  Thus we have the seve.-.th inference type: 

7. INSTRüriENTAL-INFERENCE can always be made, although the 
degree of accuracy differs depending on the particular ACT. 
Whenever an ACT has been referenced, its prQbable instrument 
can be infeTed, 

The list of instrumental ACTs for the primitive ACTs foJows: 

iNGEST 

PROPEL 

PTRANS 

ATRANS 

CflNC: 

instrument is PTRANS 

instrument is MOVE or GRASP (ending) or PROPEL 

instrument is HOVE or PROPEL 

instrument is PTRANS or fITRANS or MOVE 

instrument is PTRANS 

rTRANS: instrument is tlBUlLO or SPEAK or SHELL or 
LISTEN-TO or LXK-AT or MOVE or nothing 
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nBUILD: instrument is tlTRANS 

EXPEL: instrument is HOVE or PROPEL 

GRASP: instrument is HOVE 

SPEAK: instrument is MOVE 

LOOK-AT: 
LISTEN-TO: these three have no instruments 
SMELL: 

Using this table 't is possidie, for example, to make thb 

following inferences from these sentences: 

(231 John is aware that K-ed hit Mary. 
(2A) John received the ball. 

Since (23! refers to CONC and CONC requires MTRANS as instruirent we can 

infer (from the possible instru.iients of MTRANS) where John got his 

inforration. r.e could have MPUlLDed it (not likely here because Fred 

hit Mary is an external event); he could •live percaived it fro« his 

senses by LOOK-AT it himself; or by LISltN-TO someona else which 

f-npANRpH it tn hifr. Since (24) refers to 0TRAN.b, ue t,cve two possible 

instruments MOVE or PROPEL. Frfta this we can infer that the bail was 

handed to him (move someone eke's bodypart) Dr else it was rolled or 

thrown (or underwent soir.» othe^ manner of apolying s force to a ball). 

The next type of inference is PROPERTY-IhFERENCE: 

S. Uhenever an object is introduced in a sentence certain 
subaroposi t ion^ are te'mg made. The most cOMwH instance of 
this is the predication that the object beir.g referenced 
exists. The inftrerce of these subpro-iostions we call 
PROPERTY-INFERENCE. 



In some instances. PROPERTY,1NFERENLE is dependent on other 

inference tyoes. Thus, in the senten:e 'John hit Mary', rot only is it 

necessary to make the PROPERTY-INFERENCE that both John and (lary exist, 

but it is also necessary to realize that John must have arins in order to 

do this. This inference is thus dependent en the LINGUISTIC-INFERENCE 

that, unless otherwise specified, 'hit' refers to 'hands' as the object 

of     -e PROPELing, 

PROPERTY-INFERENCE is necessary in a wfrputer understanding system 

in order to enable us to respond either with suprise or a question as to 

manner if ue know that John does not have arms. Furthermore, in 

answering questions, it often happens ttnt the checking of 

subpropositions a'?ociated with PROPERTY-INFERENCE will tüow us to find 

an answer with  less work.  Thus for sentence  (25): 

(25)  Did Nixon run tor President   in 18G3? 

Two separate subp^opestions that can be proved false allow ihe question 

to he answered most efficiently. Establishiro that 'Nixon was alive in 

1863' is false or 'there uas a presidential election in 1863' is false 

is probably  the best uay of answering the question. 

Ue have not discussed to this point the standard notions of 

logical inference for two reasons: (a) the problems involving logical 

inference are already fairly well unde-stood, and (b) we do not view 

logical inference a? playing a CENTRAL role in the prob'em of computer 

understanding of natural language. However there exists a related 

problem that bears discussion, 
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Consider the problem of tuo sentences that occur ir- sequence. 

Often such sentences have additional inferences together nhich they 

would not have separately. For example, consider; 

(2Ga) All redheads are obnoxious. 
<26b) Queen Elizabeth 1 had red hair. 

(27a) John wants lo join the army. 
{27b) John is a pacifist. 

In (26), (2Gb) has its obvious surface meaning, but also can mean either 

one of two additional things. Either we have the interence that Queen 

Elizabeth I was obnoxious according to the speaker, or if (26b) were 

spoken by a different speaker from (2Ga), there exists the possibility 

that (2Gb) is intended as a refutation of (26a). 

For (27), a sophisticated language analyzer must discover that (b) 

is essentially a contradiction of (a) and hence the inference that the 

spc-aker of (b) believes that the speaker of (a) is in error is probably 

correct. Ue thus introduce inference-:jpe 9: 

9, An instance of SEQUENT!AL-INFERENCE is potentially 
present when one sentence follows another and they share a 
subject or a proposition. Uhen subpropositions or inferences 
of subpropositions can be detected as common to both 
conceptualizotions, and satisfy certain set inclusion or 
contradiction rules, SEQUENT I AL-INFERENCE may apply. 

The next k,nd of inference is quite straightforward: 

10. Ar instance of yAUSAL i TY-]NFEPENCE is present if two 
sentences are connected by an 'and' or by their appearing in 
sequence. Then if one could have caused the othei . it can be 
inferred that that is what happened. 
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Consider sentences (28) and (23a and b); 

(28) John hit tlary and she died. 

(23a) John hit Hary. 
(23b) John died. 

in these sentences it is usually ce-rect to assuira causality. For (28) 

we infer that the hitting caused flary's death. For (23) we infer that 

(a) caused (t), it is our knowledge of the world however that would 

cause us to wonder about the connection in (23) but not in (28). A good 

program would discover this to be a different Kind of causality from the 

straight result present in (28). Kinds of causality are discussed in 

[71. 

Another Important inference ^ype BACKUARD-INFERENCE. This type of 

inference can be made whrnever an action has occurred that required 

another action to precede. The possible actions that can be inferred for 

a given ACT as BACKUARD INFERENCE are often quite s'iBiiar to those which 

can be inferred as instruments for a given ACT. Ue use this Kind of 

inference whenever an object is acted upon. Thus if we have; 

(38) John ate a banana. 

we can infer that the banana must have DC-en PTRAijSed to him at some 

time. Likewise, whenever a mental item is operated upon its previous 

MTRANSing can also be inferred. If ue have: 

(31) John knows where tlary is. 
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then we can infer that this information must have beun MTRANSed to John 

at some point (either from his eyes or trotn someone else flTRANSing thie 

infromation to him). Thus we have inference type Hi 

11.  AM conceptual i;:at ions are potentially subject to 
BACKliARQ-INFERENCE Depending on the nature of the object, 
one of the TRANS ACTs can be inferred as having enabled the 
current conceptualization's occurence. 

The last kind of inTerence we shall discuss concerns the intention 

of the actor.  Consider the following sentences: 

(32) John hit Mary. 
(33) John told Bill that he wants to go to New York. 

Ue assume that a person does something because he wants to do it and 

that he wants to do it because of the results that he expects to 

achieve. Thus a valid inference here is that it is the intention of the 

actor that the things inferred with OBJECT-AFFECT-iNfEREtCE or RESULT- 

INFERENCE will-occur, and that these »hings are desired by the actor. 

Thus from (32) using inference-type 6 we get that 'flary is hurt 

pleases John'. From (33), using inference-type 5, we get that 'being 

located in New fork wi !, I please John' and 'Bill knowing this pleases 

John'. Thus we have inference-type 12; 

12. INTENTION-INFER^'CE is assumed whenever an actor acts 
unless information to the contrary exists. 

V. OBSERVATIONS 
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Using the inference types discussed vioove ue can as« thzt an 

effective analysis of a sentence is often quite a bit more than one 

might superficially imagine, if we start with the sentence 'John hit 

Mary* for example, our conceptual analyzer would perform the following 

conceptual analysis: 

(36) 
p 0 

JOHN <---> »PROPEL« »•— «PHYSOBJ» 
/ \    t 

ill 0 1—, flARY 

I—- JOHN 

♦PHYSOBJ* 
A    <••■> *PHYSC0NT* 

MARY 

During and after the language analysis the consultation of the above 

inference processes would yield the following results: 

LINGUISTIC s 

OBJECT AFFECT: 

BELIEF PATTERN: 

INSTRUMENTALS 

PROPERTY: 

INTENTION: 

add 'hand' as object of PROPEL 

add cajsal 'recipient (flary) be hurt* 

add potential cause of the entire event as 
Hary 00 cause John be hurt cause John 
b3 angry 

add instrument of HOVE 'hand' 

add predication that John and Mary exist 
anc1 that John has hands and that they 
were in the same place at the same time 

add that John knew that it would cause hi» 
pleasure if t'ary was hurt and that is 
why he did it 



The graph after analyzer-mitiated  inferences have filled    out  the 

meaning    representation,    but    before   ri£f1Cf',i    gains    direct    procesting 

control is: 

(35) 
P 0      par t 

JOHN <■"> «HOVE* —— HAND JOHN 
I 
II 

p     i 0 part 
JKJ <—> *PR0PEL* —— HAND * JOHN 

/ \    t 
III     ID |-~« MARY 

— JOHN 
part        III 

JOHN  HAND 
A    <»»■> *PHYSC0NT« 

MARY 

VI. THE PROGRAM 

There currently sxists dt the Stanford Artificial Intelligence 

Laboratory a functioning -rogram ,ihich works in conjunction uith the 

analysis program urjtten by Riesbeck 14] and the generation program 

written by Goldman [2J. This program is capable of making some but not 

^11 of the inferences described here and of generating responses which 

derponstrate the kind of understanding to wnicn we have been referring in 

this paper. 

Ue will now describe the theory of the operation of this program 

and trace in detail one of the examples we have discussed. Please bear 

in mind  that   it   is  the  intent    of both the program and  this paper     to be 
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as theoretically correct as possible. Therefore on occasion ue have 

sacrificed efficiency for theory. !t was not the intent of this program 

to do a dazzling job on a feu isolated examples. Rather ue have tried 

to produce a program that is easily extendable that uiI I further the 

cause of computer understanding. 

After conceptual analysis of 'John hit Mary' is coiiiplete, flEflORY 

gains process;ng control fUEHORY has already played a passive role 

during analysis, having been called upon for Knowledge of objects and 

people, and asked to supply the missing linguistic and object-affect 

information). 

Before examining the flow of an example, a brief explanation of 

HEnORY's data structures and goals is in order. All propositional 

information is stored in list positional notation, with the pr Jicate 

first and the conceptual case slots following. The internally-s-tored 

form of a proposition is called a &£M. and is stored as a single entity 

under a LISP generated atom (superatom). In this way propositions are 

easily embedded, and. except for their bond, took like simple concepts. 

Simple concepts have only an occursnce set to define them (superatoms 

have occu'-ence sets toe). The occur-nce set is a set of pointers to 

superatoms which contain instances of the simple concept. HEriORY is 

therefore fully two-way linked. The totality of knowledge about a simple 

concept are tnose propositions pointed to by the occurence set. 

In addition to bonds and occurence sets, superatoms have other 

characteristics, (lost important among these are STRENGTH, flOUE. TRUTH, 

REASONS and OFFSPRING. STRENGTH is a measure of how much credibility a 
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preposition has, ano usuaMi.i represent* a eo*pot8t« credibility from 

those proposi t ion«; fro« whicti it arow. HOOE modifies *'hi» pppp.isi t Ion 

truth-wise (negations are stored as tICCE -FALSE). TRUTH is a flag 

which is THLIE if this proposition is true in the world av the present 

time. (This one is for convenience, since this information could be 

determined from the time niodl f'1 cat ions or nesting of the proposition.) 

REASONS is the set o? suneratoms which participated in the generation of 

this proposition in the system Cie. whsi facts were used to infer this 

proposition), and OFFSPRING is its inverse (ie. uliat rther propositions 

has this one played a part in inforring). These last two are very 

important because they give HEflORY recourse to retrace its paths and 

modify STRENGTHS, or discuss itt, reasun'ng. There is one last feature 

of both superatoms and simple concepts: RECENCY. This is the value of 

the system clock which is stored each time the superatom or concept is 

accessed.  It is chiefly used for reference establishment. 

inferencing is done breadth-first to a heuristicallij controllable 

depth. Inferences have the sane data structure as described above, 

namely, each new inference becomes a superatom, complete with its 

occursnee set and the other properties msintioned. Inferences are 

organized as lambda functions under predicates, and are ;nvoked directly 

by conceptualizations. Pattern matching is done within these lambda 

functions in thr form of program tests and branches. Tim'js are 

processed along with each proposition, and the system emphasizes an 

awareness of frne relationships, since out-of-date propositions are 

never discarded, but rather medified by new time relations. A forgetting 
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function is viewed as peripheral to the types of tasks we are currently 

performing. Briefly, these tasks are the following: 

(1) to establish referents of all concepts appearin{i in a conceptual 

graph. This requires full access to the inference mechanism, and ie 

not compartmenta!izecl as a well-defined preprocessor. 

(2) to serve as a passive data bank and access mechianism for the 

analysis and generation phases. This incluHes aniswering simple 

queries during the analysis such as "is there a concept which is a 

human and has name John" as wel' as performing arbitrarily involved 

proofs. Typical of proof requests are time relation proofs required 

by the conceptual generator. 

(31 to store the analyzed contents of tach sentence. This involves (1) 

as a subtask, and in general involves the storage of a number of 

subprcpositions. Old information is detecttd a.J such, so that 

unless flEHORV has insufficient information to identify an event or 

state, it's existence in nEHORY is discovered. This of courbe 

app'iies to the maintenance of simple concepts as welis flEflORY tries 

to identify all concepts and *;okers of concepts with existing ones, 

and notes which it was unable to identify. 

(4) to perform appropriateness checking on all peripheral implications 

of an input. This primarily involves such tasks as making sure that 

actors are alive and ueil and in the rigiit places for their actions, 

and that the actions are reasonable. 

(5) to generate unsolicited :n*erences of the types described earlier 

and elevate some of them to the status predictions of ihree basic 
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classes in response to every new input. IA prediction i^ simply an 

inference the system has chosen to focus on as being noteworthy at 

some point.) These three classes of predictions are (a) completatory 

predictions, (b) causal predictions and (c) result predictione. 

Completatory predictions augment conceptualizdtions by supplying a 

most I'kely candidate for some missing information. Causal 

predictions try to relate the input to belief patterns which could 

explain the reasons behind the input. Result predictions establish 

possible outcomes caused by the input, and also access belief 

patterns. 

(G) to maintain a record of inferencing and prediction activity, and oe 

able to answer questions about and discuss reasons for inferred 

information. This capability inciude? the ability to modify 

STRENGTHS and flOOEs when assumptions which lead to them change at 

some future time. 

(7) to answer 'who', 'whether', 'when' and 'why' type questions 

concerning the conceptualizations it has been given, together with 

thüir inferences. 

üB now -eturn to the example "John hit flary". The 

conceptualization has form (3G). This is the positional form of the 

analyzed version (34) shown, at the end of section V, Notice that, 

although the word« "JOHN". "HAND", etc. wore used in that diagra-P, what 

the analyzer actually parses to memory are descriptive sets: sets of 

conceptual propositions which lEIIORY can use to identify the actual 

referents of the concepts described. The notation 
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ir 

Cn: itPl)  ,., {Pk)l 

is used to denote some concept having descriptive propositions 

Pl.....Pk, which has not yet been identified as a concept with which 

flEMORY is familiar (the rsferent has not bsen determined). For the 

examples, #<word> will stand for the unique concept whicf- K<mr6> 

references (and will be unambiguous in those examples), 

(3G) 
((CAUSE  {(PROPEL Cl: (USA     «PERSON)(NAME _ "JOHN")) 

C2: KISA _ «HAND) (PART _ CD) 
Cl 
C3: KISA     »PERSON) (NAHE _ "HARY'')} 

)) 
('^HVSCONT C2 C3)) 

I   (TIME      C4;I(!SA      «TIME) (BTORE _ tfNCU) 1) 
) 

MEMuRY's first  task    is to establish the    referents of as   many of 

the    simple    concepts    (Cl,...,nk)    as   possible.      131    discusses    this 

procedure    and  its    problems    in some    detail,    and a    short    example  is 

included as    APPENDIX B.    Ue    will  assume here    that all    referents have 

been correctly  identified.    After  this phase,   the    conceptualization has 

'.orm (37). 

(37) 
((CAUSC ((PROPEL «JOHN #08881 «JOHN #MARY)) 

((PHYSCONT #C8801 «MARY))) 
(TIME _ /0882)) 

uhere C0081 is the concept in MEMORY '^r John's hand, 00982 is the 

concept in MEMORY for the time of the causal event. 
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Next, HEflOKY fragments the conceptualization into subpropositions, 

ej>ch of which will be submit ted to l^e inferencer. The average English 

sentence contains many concsptua! subpropositione. A subproposition ie 

dny unit of information which is conveyed directly (without non- 

analyzer-initiated inference) by a conceptualization, Subpropositions 

can be classified into three categories: (1) explicit-focussed. (2) 

explicit-peripheral and (3) implicit. Explicit subpropositions are 

always rmplete conceptualizations, whereas implicit subpropositions are 

generally communicated through single, isolated dependencies. 

To illustrate these categories, consider the sentence: 

"The engine of Bsverly's new car broke down while 
she wss driving on the freeway late last night." 

The exp' ici t-focussed proposition is: '!a car engine broke uown". This is 

\hj    "main reason' for the conceptualization's existence.  It is not 

necessarily always the most inte-esting subproposition for HEUORY to 

pursue, however. 

Some of tne explicit-peripheral propositions are: 

1. the car is new 
Z. the car is owned by Beverly 
3. the time of the '.ncident was lete last night 
4. the location of the inc'dent was on the freeway 
5. Beverly was driving a car 

These are aduitional   facts the speaker thought essential   to the hearer's 

understand.ng      of       the    conceptualization. They      2re    "perioheral" 
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(dependent) in the conceptua! depend^cy sense, and for the purposes of 

par sing.  Howevsr,  they  frequently cunvey  the  most  interesting 

information in the conceptualization. 

Some uf the implicit propositiuns are: 

1. cars have engines as parts 
2. people own things 
3. Beverly performed an action 
4. cars can be *PTRAN5«ed 'i.e. they are moveabie) 
5. the car, engine and Beverly were 

on the freeway (i.e. the actors and objects involved 
in an event have the event's location) 

Briefly, these ore very lou-level propositions Mhich affiriü conceptual 

case restrictions, and which must strictly adhere to MEMORY'S Knowledge 

of normality in the world. Tnese typically lie on the borderline between 

what was said and what the hearer nearly always infers without further 

thought. 

In the example "John hit tlary", the fragnentat;on process yields 

the following subpropositions from the input conceptu;alization: 

1. JOHN PROPELLED SOTCTHING 
2. A H/.NO UAS PROPELLED 
3. JOHN MOVED SOMETHING 
4. A HAND UAS MOVED 
5. A HAND IS PART OF JOHN 
G. SOMETHING UAS PROPELLED FROM JOHN TO MARY 
7. A HAND AND MARY UERE IN PHYSICAL CONTAFT 
8. JOHN PROPELLED HIS HAND 
9. 8 CAUSED 7 
18. IT UAS BEFORE "NOU" THAT 1-9 OCCURRED 

Ue do net pursue aM of thes? in the following description, but 
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bear in iiind that H&HÜHV suojects each of the aoove 13 subproposi tions 

isome of which are redundant in the information they convey) to 

inferenc'mg. 

Having been "perceived" externally, the causal relation (3 above) 

is stored as a superatom, assianed strength 1.8. given TRUTH T, I100E T 

and REASONS T (there are no reasons, it is just true), in addition, its 

supe^atom is entered on the inference queue, which now has this single 

entry.  Inferences organized under CAUSE are then called.  Two fiominal 

inferences with strength propagation factor 1.8 are that the two parts 

of  the causal relation are themselves tru«i  the PROPEL and PHYSCONT 

propositions are thus inferred with propagated strength still 1.8. TRUTH. 

T. nODE T and REASONS a list of one item: the superatom for the causal 

proposition,  in addition TiHE propositions are created for these two 

new buperatoms using JOee:.  These receive STRENGTH 1.0. TRUTH T. nODE 

T. having as REASONS a list of one item which is the superatot for the 

causal  time preposition. These two new time propositions are not, 

however,  added to the inference list. The PROPEL proposition, when 

subjected to mfarencing will, among ether things, look to ss-e if an 

instrumental is present, and. seeing that one isn't, will add the nost 

likely one: (MOVE 3J0HN «C800i WOHN «MARY). This H,n in turn b« added 

tc the inference queue.  Uhen its inferences are generated, among them 

will be the  inference that flJOW-i has at least one movabie han-J. Uere 

nEflüRV to find a contradiction at this point, it would have access to 

the MOVE completatory inference which produced the contradiction, and 

would alter  its strength of be!ief and note that a contradiction had 

occurred. Later, a response concerning this prcblem aight be generated. 
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Amcng the other inferences organised under CAUSE, one has an 

invocation   pattern   which   is  »atched  by   thie   (CAUbE 

(PROPEI HPHYSCONT...)!  patte-n.   This is  the  inference that 

recognizes that someone's PROPEL ling an object has caused the contact o* 

that object with an anifsai. The inference is that the animal  is iikely 

to have been hurt: 

138) 
(NEGCHANGE IWARY tfPSTATE) 

Notice the reason for organizing this inference under CAUSE rather than 

PROPEL or FHYSCQNT; PROPEL alone says nothing about actuai contact, only 

that an actor has prcpeiled an object in a direction. PHY5C0NT alone is 

not enough, because it also appears in sentences like "Juhn is tcmching 

the wall." where there are no such violent dynainics. This pattern also 

knows that the outcome of a propel iing which causes physic-;! contact can 

lead to different kinds of inferences based on the features of the 

propelled object and the target object. For example, it knows that to 

hit a bocji^rt of an animai is the same as hitting the animal, and that 

a measure of tht amount of injuiy done is a function of the hardness, 

heavyness, sharpness, etc. of the propelled object, and of the 

part.cular bodypart hit. 

The NEGCHANGE inference is thus stored as a superatom and added to 

the inference queue. Its REASONS are the original CAUSE and the facts 

that (ISA WARY ^PERSON) and (ISA «PERSON »ANIHAÜ. Notice that the 

actual inference rule is not recorded as 3 reason, since a semblance of 

it can always be reconstructed from its parts. 
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This same CAUSE patlern also assei ts the actor's -ilition since it 

detects no infonnation to the contrary: John wanted uns causal relation 

tn exist. This is a general operating assumption of nEHORY: that it is 

essential at every potnt in inferencing to kee^ track of the 

intentionality of actions. Aclions uhich stand by themselves are always 

assumed to be volitional. L.Xe'ise. causal relationsnipt such as this 

one (where an action causes a rtate), are assumed to be the result of 

the actor's volition. (Deciding an actc.-'s intent in B;ost cases is a 

difficult problem. 131 discusses problems of this nature in gerne 

detai I.) 

At this pomt (33) is stored and entered on the infer-ence queue. 

It? REASON is simply the original superatom. Notice that flEnORY has now 

made an important distinction between the physical and intentional 

components of the event. They ui11 proceed in parallel. 

(33) 
miOC   MCANCAUSE   ((NEGCHANGE ffMARv UPSTATE)) 

HPOSCHANGE «JOHN «JOY)))) 

mnE      #08882)) 
(ÖC3883  is John's LTtl) 

we return no« to (38). (NEGCHANGE «HARV WEALTH) accesses 

inferences organized under NEGCHANGE. fiEnOPY first checks to detc-mir.e 

what caused this situation and finds the REASONS which were generated 

aiong with the NEGCHANGE. Has tlBIORY not found any REASONS, it would 

have attempted to appiy world knowledge to m^ke a pr-Gdiction. This 

knowledgi»    is sloped    using the    predicates CAUSE    anc CANCAUSE,    and  ;<• 
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accessed by the tlEnORv query; find all probable causes of (NEGCHANGE 

»PERSON WEALTH), i.e.  find all X such that (CANCAUSE X (MEGCHANGE 

»PERSON «HEALTH)), and similarly for CAUSE. This situation uouid occur 

in the following type of story, "Hary was hurt." "John had hit her with 

a rock." uhere one member o* the predicted set is borne out by the next 

line of the story. Such a process is called "knitting" (see  [3)), and 

is the chief measure of "understanding" in several-line stories. 

In addition to this determination of causality which uaa trivially 

satisfied in this case. MEflORY detects applicability of the following 

belief pattern: uhen a person undergoes a NEGCHANGE (on any scale, since 

al! scales are positive), he will want to undergo 3 PÜSCHANGE on that 

scale. ntnüRY thus infers (49): 

(40) 
({tlLOC  ((CANCAUSE  I (POSCHANGE WIAPY «HEALTH)" 

((P05CHANGE «tflARY ft'JOY)))) 
«00084) 

(TIME _ C803S)) 
008084  is flary's LTfl. 
«C0885  is  (AFTER C0802) 

This subsequently will be detected by the belief pattern 

(organized under HLOC) that when a person wants a future event, he will 

perform some action to try to achieve that event or state. Once again, 

CAUSE and CANCAUSE information is called into play to predict Mary's 

likely actions.   An example of  this  type of  information  is: 

(CANCAUSE  ((INGEST «PERSSN WIEOICINEl) 
I(POSCHANGE «PERSON «HEALTH)))) 
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Using  inf c.'-mat ion collected in this manner, a prediction of flary's 

future actions is made. T.iis prediction has the fortr. of a bond, and 

indicates that any or ail of thj- actions listed are possible. Notice 

that only actions are being prsdicted. If some causes of the state the 

act^r desires are not actions but rather states or statschanges 

themselvfe?, further CANCAUSE and CAUSE chains are considered until an 

action is found. For instance, suppose tlary wants a NEGCHANGE on her own 

health scale. One cause of a NEGCHANGE on the health might be to have 

one's heart  in PHYSCONT with a knire.  5ince this is not an action, 

memory must be searched for things yjhich could cause the required 

PHYSCONT. Among them would be the action of PROPEL! ing the Knife to that 

location.  This PR0PEL might then bs a valid action prediction for Mary 

at that point. 

At this pcint, (41) is generated, and inferencing on this line is 

stopped. 

(41) 
((PREDICT!ONSET WIARY 

((INGEST WARY tfTiEDICINE «JNSPEC #C803S)) 
UPTRANS WIARY WARY «ÜNSPEC «€80071)) 1 

where C830G is flaru's INS IDES. 
00697 is a token of a «HOSPITAL 

Ue now return to (33). This inference accesses the belief pattern 

organized unJe" nLOC which we nave labelled VENGEANCE: if a NEGCHANGE 

(on any scale) of a persun, PI, would cause a POSCHANGE on the joy scale 

for someone else. P2, then P2 must be angry at PI. MEMORY therefore 

infer? (42): 
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(42) 
HVfEEi  ÄJOHN »ANGE- *r.AR> 1 iTIflE  CPeoCM 

Stored under MFEEL is the belief catisrn that the reason people are in a 

state of directed anger toward another person is probably that the 

second person did something which caused a NEGCHANGE on some scale of 

the first person.  tlEIORY first looks to see if flary is known to have 

done something which caused a NEGCHANGE  in John.  In this exEmple it 

finds none.  Had one been found from a previous sentence, flEflORY would 

have again "knitted" one piece <■"' knowledge with an existing one. In 

this  example, having found no actions on  the part of Mary, flEMORY 

generates a preoictior, about Nary's PAST actions, once again utilizing 

CAUSE and CANCAUSE knowledge of the world. After making prediction (43) 

MEMORY also poses a question of the form: "Uhat did flary do?", stores 

the questioii, and notes its potential answer as being of interest to tht 

prediction just made. 

(43) 
((PREDICT I ONSET W1ARV 

((CAUSE   ((PROPEL WIARY tfPHVSOBJ »UNSPEC ÄJUHN)) 
((PHVSCONT »PHYSOBJ »JOHN)))) 

UATRANS W1ARY »FHYSOBJ «JOHN «IIARY)))) 

i.e. tlaru either hit John first, or too* something from him, (It 

should be c'ear that we an not intending to specify an exhaustive 

prediction list. Rather we seek to demonstrate the PROCESSES which 

occur in nEKORY.) At this point nEHORY etops inferencing and poses the 

question  "Uhat  did Hary do to John?": 



(44) 
((CAUSE (00 tflARY ,?#) {(NEGCHANGE #J0HN tfUNSPEClFiED))> 

(TIME _ C0810)) 

^here 08810 is BEFORE 08802. 

To summarize, lip.tlORY has taken the conceptual analysis underlying 

an English sentence and generated neu probahiIistic information from it 

in an attempt to relate it to Knowledge flEflORY may already have stored. 

The new information took three basic forms: (a) predictions about the 

causes of the input, (b) predictions about the possible results of the 

input, and (c) predictions about future and past actions of people. The 

effects of inferencing are seen at the end either in the form of ä 

question or a comment which indicates that the sentence ir,d?pd 

interacted with some of flEHORVs knowledge and belief patterns. 
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AFPENCUX A 

(COriFUTER EXAHFLES) 

Uhat follows is output from the flARGIE system currently operating 

at Stanford. MARGIE is a combination of three programs each of whose 

output is shown here. The analysis program produces conceptual 

structures from a given input sentence. The memory program stores this 

output in a special format and makes inferences about based on its 

Knowledge of the world. It then recedes these inferences into Conceptual 

Dependency structures. These structures are then read by a generating 

program that .cedes them into semantic structures that are Englis based 

(after FiMmore ilj). A modified version of a program written by 

Simmons [81, then encodes these structures into English. 

The examples presented here are intended only to show the flavor 

of the inference-making program. The entire system is quite a bit more 

powerful than these- examples demonstrate. That is flARGIE can answer 

questions about what it has been told, ask questions about what it would 

like to know, as weil as parse sentences more complex than those shown 

here. Here we merely want to indicate the inference capability. 

In the interest of space, we have manually edited out aome of the 

le&s interesting (generally repetitive from example to example) 

inferences. This explains the apparent discrepancy between the number of 

"INFERENCES" and "THINGS TO SAV" in the following examples. 

TYPE INPUT 
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• (JOHN TOLD MARY THAT BILL UANTS A BOOK) 

OUTPUT FROil PARSER: 

TinpB : ((VAL *T*)) 

Tinei i ((BEFORE Tines KD 

Tin82  :   ((AFTER  T 1^100 X)) 

Tin03  :   ((AFTER Tin00 X)) 

lltm  :   ((AFTER T!n00 X)) 

((ACTOR (JOHN1) <=> (*riTRANS*) TO (*CP* PART (HARYl) REF (»THE»)) FRO~ 
n (*CP* PART (JOHM) REF {#THE#)) flOBJECT ((CON ('CON ((ACTOR (*GNEl*~ 
) <-> (*ATRANS*) OBJECT (BOOK1 REF (*A*)) TO (BILL!) FROH (*ONEl*)) T* 
IME (T!f104)) <al ((ACTOR (BILL1) <s>T !*JOY*) <s>F (»JOY«)) !NC (2) T* 
IHE (Tin03)))j <H> (»IILOC* VAL (»L1.1* PART (BILL1) REF (»THE*)))) HOD^ 
E   (NIL)  FOCUS   ((<«> VAL PART))   TlflE  (Tin00)))   TIHE   (Tin01)) 

PARTIALLY  INTEGRATED RESULT: 

((«nTRANS« (#JOHNl) ((«riLOC* ((Cft.NCAUSE ((»ATRANS» (#SOnEONE) (G00i2)~ 
(«SOMEONE) UBILLD) (TIfi _ (G0614))) ((STATECHANGE (0BILL1) WJOY)- 
«UNSPECIFIED «UNSPECIFIED)   (TIHE _ (00017))   (INC _ (#TMO)))))   (00013- 

))   (TIME _ (G0015)))   100022)   (G0025))   (TIHE _ (G0028))) 

INTEGRATION RESULT:  GÖ038 

INFERENCES: 
(G0040 00036 G0Ü47 G0057 G005G G0055 G8053 G0052 G0065 00870) 

THINGS  TO SAY: 

((ACTOR   (BOOK REF   :*A«))   <•>   (»Xi.BT* VAL   (*?*)))) 

(A BOOK ABOUT UHAT) 

((CON   ((CON  ({ACTOR  (tlARY)  <->  [»ATRANS») OBJECT  (BOOK REF  (»A»))  FRCU 
n iriARY) TO ;BILL)) TIHE (Geeu) FOCUS UACTOR))) <«C ((ACTOR (JOHN) - 
«>F   (»JOY»)   <.>T   (»JOY*))  TRIE  (C0017)   INC  (?))))   <a.>   (»fll.OC* VAL   (♦- 
LTM* REF   («A»)  PART   (JOHN))))  CERTAINTY  (0.8)  TülE  (00015)) 
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(JOHN POSSIBLY UANTS MARV TO GIVE BILL A BOOO 

((CON ((CON (ICON ((ACTOR (»ONE!*) <=■■> (*ATRANS*) OBJECT (BOOK REF (*- 
A*)J FROH (*ONEl*) TO (BILL)) TIME 5C0014) FOCUS ((ACTOR))) <«C ((ACT- 
OR (BILI ) <=>F (*JOY*) <«>T («JOY*)) TIME (00917) INC (2)))) <«> (««.<« 
OC* VAL (*LTn* REF (*A*) PART (BILL)))) TIHE (00815)) <■> (*f1L0C* VAL* 
{«CP* REF («A») FART (HARY)))) TS (G8t)28)) 

(HARY EXPECTED BILL TO UANi A BOOK) 

((CON ((CON HACTOH («ON-l«) <=> («ATRANS*) OBJECT (BOOK REF (*A*)) F- 
ROJI (*0NE1*) TO (BILD) TidE (G0014J FOCUS ((ACTOR))) <=C ((ACTOR (BI- 
LL) <a>F (»JOY*) <=->T (*JOY*i) TIME (08017! INC (2)))) <■> UIILOC* VA. 
L (*LTn* REF (*A*) FART (BILL)))) TIME (080151) 

(BILL UANTS A BOOK) 

((CON I(CON ((CON ((ACTOR (*ONEl*) <-> («ATRANS*) OBJECT (BOOK REF (*- 
A*)) FROH (*0NE1*) TO (BILLH TIME (0001 :i£ ((ACTOR) '«C ((ACT- 
nR (BILL) <2>F (*JÜY*! <s>T (*JOY*)) TIME (00817) INC (2)))) <a> («HL- 
OC* VAL (*LTn* REF («A») PART (8ILL5))) TlfC (00815)) <«> (*r,L0C* VAL- 
(UTn* REF («A») PART {HARY))))) 

(üARY KNOUS B;LL UANTS A BGOKI 

((ACTOR (IIARY) <-> («ATRANS*) OBJECT (BOOK PEF (»A*)) FROH (HARY) TO 
(BILL)) TIME (G0017) CERTAINTY (0.8)) 

(MARY niCHT GIVE BILL A BOOK) 

((CON ((CON ((ACTOR (BOCK REF (*A*)) <E> (»FOSS* VAL (BILL))) TS (008- 
14) TinE (G80G6)) <BC ('ACTOR (BILL) <3>F («JG.«) <s'>T («JOY*)) INC {- 
2)   TIME (G80G7)))) <■> («tlO« VAL ULTM* PART (BILL) REF (♦THE*))))) 

(BILL THINKS ME WOULD LIKE TO COHE TO HAVE A BOOK) 
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((CON ((CON ((ACTOR (BOOK REF (»A*)) <s> UPOSS* VAL (*ONEl*))) TF (G- 
0014) TiriE (G8078)) <«C ((ACTOR (BILL) <i>F (*JOY*) <«>T («JOY*)) INC- 

{2)   TIHE (G0071)))} <B> (»HLOC* VAL (»LTtt* PART tBILL) REF (*THE*)))- 
)) 

(BILL THINKS HE UOULD LIKE SOHEONE TO CEASE TO HAVE A BOOK) 

((CON ((CON ((ACTOR UONEi*) <-> UPTRANS*) OBJECT (BOOK REF (*A*)) F~ 
RCfl (*ONEl*) TO (BILL)) FOCUS ((ACTOR)) TIDE (08074)) <«C ((ACTOR (BU 
LL) <ä>F UJOY*) <S>T {*JOY*)) INC (2) TlilE (08075)))) <«> («HLOC« VA* 
L (*LTt1* PART {BILL) REF (»THE*))))) 

(BILL WANTS TO GET A BOO1: FROH SOHEONE) 

((CON ((CON ((ACTOR (BOOK REF (*A*)) «> {*LOC* VAL (BILL))) TS (0001- 
4) TIÜE (00878)) <5C ((ACTOR (BILL) <=>F (*JOY*) <a>T (*JOY»)) INC {2- 
) TinE (06073)))) <a> (*riLOC* VAL (*LTM# PART (BILL) REF (*THE*))))) 

(BILL THINKS HE UOULÜ LIKE A BOOK TO COflE TO BE NEAR Hid) 

((CON ((CON ((ACTOR (BOOK REF (*A*)) <3> (*LOC* VAL (*0NE1*))) TF (G8~ 
014) TIME (G8082)) <sC ((ACTOR (BILL) <H>F (*JOY*) <B>T (*JOY*)) INC - 
(2) TinE (08883)))) <<•> (*nLOC* VAL (*LTn* PART (BILL) REF (*THE*)))U 
I 

(BILL THINKS HE UOULD LIKE A BOOK TO CEASE TO BE NEAR SOMEONE) 

((CON ((CON ((ACTOR (b!LL) <-> UniRANS*) MOBJECT (»CONCEPTS*) FROfl (* 
BOOK REF (*A#)) TO (*CP* PART (BILD) 1NST ((ACTOR (BILL; <-> (»LOOK^ 
AT«) OBJECT (BOOK REF (*A*))))) FOCUS ((ACTOR)) TIHE (G0088)) <«C ((A. 
CTOR (BILL) <=>F («JOY«) <«>T («JOY«)) INC (2) TIHE (G0087)))) <■> («- 
HLOC« VAL («LTh« FART (BILL) REF («THt*))))) 

(BILL WANTS TO READ A BOOK) 
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TYPE INPUT 
♦(JOHN HIT MARY) 

OUTPUT FROM PARSER: 

Time :   ((VAL *T«)) 

Tinei   :   ((BEFORE TIH08 X!) 

((CON   ((ACTOR   (JOHNl)  <»>  (»PROPEL.*) OBJEC1   (»HAND* PART   (JOHN1))  TO - 
(MARY1)  FROn  (JOHN1)   1NST  ((ACTOR  (JOHN1)  <->  (*nOVE*) OBJECT   («HANü*~ 
PART   SJOHN1)))/)   rUTE  (TiflBl) MODE  (NID)  <a  ((ACTOR  (»HAND* PART  (Jv 

OHNin   <3>   (»PHYSCONT* VAL  ffW^Yl)))  TIME  (TIMW) nOOE  (NIL) FOCUS  (C* 
ON ACfOR)))) 

PARTIALLY  INTEGRATED RESULTt 

((CAUSE ((»PROPEL* (#JOHNl) (G8009> («JOHND (WARYD) (TIME (08812^ 
)) (INST _ ((»flOVE* (#J0HNI) (G8883) (ffUNSPEClFIEO) (^JNSPC:iF!tD))))- 
)   ((»PHYSCONT*  (G0003)   (WflARYD)   (TItlE _ (08812))))) 

INTEGRATION RESULT:  G0021 

INFERENCES: 
<G0023 G0022 G0016 G8019 G8024 G002B G0827) 

THINGS TO SAY; 

((CON ((CON ((ACTOR (flARY) <B>F INSTATE») <«>T (»FSTATE»)) INC t-2j • 
CERTAINTY (1.0) TiHE (G0031)) <«C ((ACTOR UQHN) <rii>F (»JOY») <«>T (*~ 
JOY*)) INC (2) TIME (G0032)))) <■> (»HLOC» VAL. (»LTfl* PART (JOHN) REF- 
(»THE»)))) CERTAINTY (1.8) TIDE (08012)1 

(JOHN UANTED NARY TO BECCnE WJRT) 

((ACTOR (MARY) <ä>F (»PSTATE») <m>l  (*FSTäTE*)) INC (-2) CERTAINTY (N 
.0) TIME (G0012)) 

ItlARY BECAME HURT) 
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((ACTOR -JOHN) ^.> («PROPEL«) OBJECT (»HAND* REF (*A») FART (JOHN)) F- 
ROfl (JOHMI TO (HARYI 1NST ((ACTOR (JGHNl <-> UhOVE») OBJECT (»HAND* - 
REF (*A*) PART (JOHN!) FROH (»ONE«! TO {*Of€*)) FOCUS ((ACTOR)))) Tin« 
E (G0B12) FOCUS ((ArTCtf») CERTAINTY (1.8)) 

(JOHN SUUNG HiS HAND TOUARC nARVl 

((ACTOR (»HAND* REF («A») PART (JOHN)) o> UPHYSCONT» VAL (MARY))) T- 
IHE (08812) CERTAINTY (1.8)) 

(JOHNS HAND TOUCHED MARY) 

(;ACTOR (JOHN) <. («flFKL«) nOBJECT («ANGER») TO (MARY)) FOCUS ((ACT- 
OR)) CERTAIN!V (l.b) T!l€ (08812)) 

(JOHN UAS ANGRY AT IIARY) 

((CON ((CON ((ACTOR fRARY) <s>F (*P5TATE*) <»>T (»PSTATt*!i INC (2) K 
11E (08835)) <■€ ((ACTOR (flA^Y) ;E>F {«JOY») <«>T (»JOY», ) INC (2) TI- 
HE (08136)))) <s> (»niOC« VAL (»LTH« PART (MARY) REF (»THE»)))) CERTA- 
INTY (1.0)! 

(MAHY U.f TS TO FEEL BL TER) 

((CON ((^C^CR (HARY) <•> (*?#)) TiflE (G8828) FXUS ((ACTOR)) CEOTAiNT- 
v tl.8)) <%  ((ACTOR (JOHN) <«>T (»ONE») <a>r («ONE»)) !HC (-2) TlfC U 
08828; FOCUS »ACTOR)) 

fUHAT DIO MARY DO TQ MH) 

TYPE INPUT 
♦ (JOHN '.DVlSEu MARY TO SELL BILL A BANANA) 
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OUTPUT  FROM PARSER: 

Tinee ; ((VAL *T*)) 

Tinei   ;   ((BEFORE T 1.108 X}) 

T11102  :   ((AFTER 11081  X)) 

n«03  :   (vVFTER Tinei  X)) 

((ACTOR (JOHNl) <-> (»UTRANS«) TO (*CP* PART (HARYl) REF («THE*)) FRO^ 
M (»CP* PART UOHNU REF («THE«}) nOBJECI ((CON ((CON ((ACTOR IHARYIJ- 

<-> (*ATRANS*) OBJECT (BANANA! REF (*A*)] TO (BILL1) FROH (nARYD) T« 
inE (T!i103)) <s£> ((ACTOR (BILL1) <«> (»^TRANS«) OBJECT «tflONEY* REF « 
UA*)) TO (fiAfiTl) FROn (BlLLD) FOCUS [(CON ACTOR)) TltlE (Tine3)))) <« 
sC ((ACTOR (flARvl) <8>T (*JOY*) <s>F {*JOY*)) INC (2) TlflE (Tir>82) nO- 
DE   (NIL)))))  FOCUS   ((ACTOR)) flODE  (NIL)   TIME   ITIWl;) 

PARTIALLY  INTEGRATED RESULT: 

(UnTRANS* (#J0HN1) HCANCAUSE ((DUALCAUSE ((«ATRANS* (W1ARY1) (G8804- 
)   WARYl)   föBILLD)   (TltlE _ (06006)!)   ((*ATRANS*  (#B1LL1)   (G0013)   («~ 
B!LLI> (ffnARvin 'TjnE    (ceees)))») (ISTATECHANGE (WIAR"!) (#JOY) «J« 
NSPECIFIED eLiNSPEClFlEOf (TIME _ IG081S)) (INC _ (#TUO))))) (G0817) C- 
0^820)) (TIHE _ (08887))) 

INTEGWTION RESULT: G0332 

INFERENCES: 
iGm^')  G0045 G0840 G8831 G886S G0023 08086 G8883 G8084 G8093 G8180) 

THINGS TO SAY: 

((CON ((CON ((CON («ACTOR (IW?Y) ■>-> (»ATRANS*) OBJECT (BANANA REF (*~ 
A*)) FROn (HARY) TO (BiLD) TiHE (C390B} FOCUS ((ACTOR)) CERTAINTY (1* 
.8))<B5> ((ACTOR (BILL» <-> UA^RANS*) OBJECT (*nONEY* REF (*A*)) FR- 

0.1 (BILL) TO (flARY)", TlflE (00686) FOCUS ((ACTOR))):) <«C ((ACTOR (MAR-v 
i)   <.>F {*0NE* <s>T (*0N£*)) TIME (00815) INC (2))) CERTAINTY 11.0)1- 
<B> !*nLGC* VAL (*LTn» REF («A«) PART (J-DHN)))) TIME (G8887) CERTAIN- 

TY (1.0)) 

(JOHN BELIEVES THAT MARY UOULO BENEFIT BY HARY SELLS BILL A BANANA) 

(CON MCON «(CON ((ACTOR (HARY) <=> (*ATRAN5*) OBJECT (BANANA REF (♦- 
A*)) FROM (MARY» TO 'BILL)» TIME iC006G) FOCUS ((ACTOR)) CERTAINTY (i* 
.8) )<«•> ((ACTOR (BILL) <•>   («ATRANS») OBJECT («HONEY* REF («A«)) PR* 
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DM   (BILL)   TO  (flARY))   TinE   108885)  FOCUS  (iAC'OR)))))  <mZ  .'(ACTOR  (HAR- 
V)   <.>F   (*ONE«t   <ä>T   (*Or€*))   TIHE  (G8015)   INC  (2))) CERTAINTY   CBH. 

<J>   («riLOC» VAL   (*CP* HEP   (*A*) PART   (fWRYUH   TS  (08387)  CERTAINTY * 
a.8)) 

(flARY BEGAN THINKING ABOUT HARY SELLS PILL A BANANA BENEFITS HARV) 

((CON ((CON ((ACTOR (riARV) <-> UATRANS*) OBJECT (BANANA REF (♦A*)) F-. 
Rü?1 GARY) TO (BILL)» TIKE (09886) FOCUS (fACTOR)) CERTAINTY (1.8)) <- 
■ ■> ((^CTOR (BILL) <-> («ATRANS*) OBJECT («flONEY« REF (»A*)) FROM (BI- 
LL) TO (HARY)) TIHE (G883G) FOCUS ((ACTOR)!))) <»C ((ACTOR (HARY) <■>- 
F   (*0N:*)  <«>T  («ONE«»!  TIHE  (G88i5)  INT.  (2))) CERTAINTY (1.8)) 

(MRv CAN BENEFIT FROM HARY SELL BILL tt BANANA) 

i (ACTOR (HARY) <=> («nBUILO*) FROH ÜAuTOR 'MARY) <-> UATRANS«) OBJE- 
CT (BANANA REF («A*)) FROH (flARY) TO (BILD) TIHE (088861 FOCUS {{ACT* 
OR))  CERTAINTY  (1.0))   TO  (*ONE*))  CERTAINTY  (1.0)) 

(MARY CCNS1DERED GIVING BILL A BANANA) 

((ACTOR   tHARYl   <=>  UATRANS*)  OBJECT  (BANANA R£P   C»A*))  FROfl  (riARY)  T-. 
0   (BILL)'   TlflE   (08833) FOCUS  ((ACTOR)) CERTAINTY  (8.08)1 

(HARY POSSIBLY UILL GIVE BILL A BANANA) 

((CON ((CON ((ACTOR (BILL) <» («ATRANS») OBJECT (fOCY REF {*k*)) FR>. 
OH (BILL) TO (HARY)) flOE (C0033).' <;»C ((ACTOR (MARY) <B>F (*»€*) <«* 
>T (*CNE*)) Tir€ (08833) INC (21)); <s> (»TILOC* VAL C*LTn* REF («A») « 
PART   (JOHN))))   Tlft   (08885)  CERTAINTY  (8.58)) 

(JOHN PCS5IBLY BELIEVES THAT HARY UOULD BE^FIT FROfl BILL GIVE HARY n~ 
ONEY» 

((CON   ((CON  ((ACTOR  (fWRY)  <->  («ATRiWS*) OBJECT   (BANANN REF  (*A«)) F* 
ROTI   (MARY)   10  (BILL))   TIHE  (G0033))  <«r   ((ACTOR  (BILL)   <«>F  {*0f€«)  «• 
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5vT (*CNE*n TIME (G8833) INC (2)))) <•> («TLOC* VAL (*LTM« REF («A«}' 
PART (JOHN)))) TinE (G008b) CERTAINTY (9.50)) 

(JOHN POSSIBLY BELIEVES THAT BILL UOULD BENEFIT FROM HARY GIVE BILL A- 
BANANA) 

((CON ((CON ((ACTOR (BILL) <-> (*INGEST*) OBJECT (BANANA REF (*A*J)) * 
TIME (G8834)) <»C i (ACTOR (BILL) <H>F («JOY*l <«>T (»JOY«)) TIME (G90- 
34) INC (2)))) «> (*nLOC» VAL (»LTn* REF («A«) PART (BILL)))) TlhT (- 
GC006) nODE((*?*))) 

(00t5 BILL UAMT TO EAT A BANANA) 

^VPE  INPUT 
»(JOHN PREVENTED HARv FRO?1 HITTING BILL BY CHOKING HARY) 

OUTPUT FRGn PARSER: 

TinO0  :    ((VAL *!«)) 

Tin0i   :   ((BEFORE Tinge XH 

T:n02  :   ((BEFORE 111101 X]) 

((CON  ((CON  ((ACTOR  (JOHNi)  <=>   (»G^.SP*) OBJECT  («NECK» PART   (flARYlN 
)) TJ'IE (Tine:)) <• MACTOR (HARVD <•> (»INGEST*) OBJECT (»AIR* REF - 
{«A«n FROfl •»nOUTH* PART (flARrl;) TO («INSIDE* PART (nARYl))) TlflE {* 

T 1(182) nOOE '(»CANNOT*)))) FOCUS (CCN ACTOR)) A ((CON ((ACTOR (flARYl)-. 
< = > (»INGEST*) OBJECT (»AIR« REF («A*)) FROM (»flOUTH» PART (nARYD) * 

TO (»INSIDE* PART (nARYl)]) TIME iTinK) MODE ; (»CANNOT»))) <a ((CON - 
({ACTOR (flARYi) <«> (»PROPEL*) OBJECT (*HANOt PART (HARYD) TO ffilLLl* 
) FROn (flARYl) INST ((ACTOT (flARYlJ <-> (*r.OVE*) OBJECT (»HAND* PART * 
fflARYl))))) TIPS (Tlf«!) MODE (itCANNCT»))) <« ((ACTOR (»HAND» PART (* 
flARvii) <s> (*PHYSCONT« VÄL (BILLID) TIDE (TlttBl) nOOE ((«CANNOT«)) « 
FOCUS   (CON ACTOR))) MOtt   (i*NEG#))))  FOCUS  ((CON ACTOR))))) 

PARTIALLY  1NTEGPATCD RESULT: 

HANCK   ((CAUSE  ((»GRASP» («JOHfJli   (G0032))   (TltlE _ (G0005)))   ((CArM)T- 
((»INGEST*  («MARYU   (00012)   (G001G)   100021))   iTIIIE _ (G80&5!) M )))   (* 

(CAUSE   ((CANNOT   (l*l?-JGEST*  («WWYD   (C5312)   (G001b)   (G0021))   (TIME.* 



(00805))))!   HNOT   ((CAUSE  ((CANNOT  ((»PROPEU («lARVl)   (GM24}   (»T.ARY. 
i) (»BiiLU) (TiME _ (ceaesn (INST    ((»TIQVE* (#IARYIJ ismzv («\.INS- 
PECIF1E0) («UNSPECiriEO))))))) ((CANNOT {(«FHYSCONT* (09924) t«BIUlU 
I {TIME _ 100886))))))»)))))! 

INTEGRATION RESULT: G0047 

INFERENCES: 
(08832 08046 08027 G0031 G0035 00045 G8853 03958 G08G6 G0979 G9970 09- 
074 G0879) 

THINGS TO SAY: 

((CON ((ACTOR (JOHN1 <-> (»GRASP*) OBJECT UNECK* REF («A«] PART (MAR- 
Y))) TIME (G0805) FOCUS ((ACTOR)) CERTAINTY (1.0)) <• ((ACTOR (MARY) * 
<«> (»INGEST*) OBJECT (»AIR* REF (*A#)) FROM (»MOUTH* REF (»A»)) TO U 
»INSIDE» REF (»A»))) TIME (G900S) FOCUS ((ACTOR); MODE ((»CANNOT«)) 0- 
ERTAINTY (1.0))) CERTAINTY (1.9)) 

(JOHN CHOKED hARY) 

((CON ((ACTOP (MARY) <=> (*!NGE5T*i OBJECT (#AIR* REF (»A»)) FROM (»M- 
OUTH* REF («A*)) TO (»INSIDE* REF (*A»))) TIME (G0895) FOCUS ((ACTOR)-. 
) MODE ((»CANNOT«)) CERTAINTY (1.9)) <B ((CON ((ACTOR (MARY) v-> («PR- 
DPEL*! OBJECT («MANO» REF (*A*) PART (MARY)) FROM (MARY) TO (BILL) iN- 
ST ((ACTOR (MARV <=> («TIOVE«) OBJECT («HAND* REF («A«) PART (MARY)) ~ 
FROM (»ONE») TQ ;*ONE*)) FOCUS ((ACTOR)))) TIME (G8086) FOCUS ((ACTOR- 
)) MODE (UCANNO". M <s ((ACTOR UH.ANO* REF («A») PART (MARY)) <«> (* 
»PHYSCONT* VAL (L'-L))) TIME (G8085) MODE ((»CANNOT»)))) MODE ((«NEG»- 
)) CERTAINTY (1.0))) CERTAINTY (1.8)) 

(MARY NOT HIT BILL BECAUSE MARY UAS UNABLE TO BREATHE) 

((ACTOR (JOHN) <=> f*GRASP*) OBJECT {«NECK« REF (»A«) PART (MARY))) T« 
IME (08885) FOCUS ((ACTOR)) CERTAINTY (1.0)) 

(JOHN GHABED MARYS NECK) 

((AC^OR (MARY) <m>  («INGEST») OBJECT (»AIR* REF («A»)) FROM («M^UTH« - 
REF («A«)) TO («INilOt» REF («A«))) TIME (G0B05) FOCUS ((ACTOR)) MODE- 
((«CANNOT«)) CERTAINTY (1.8)) 
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(MARY UAS UNABLE TO BREATHE) 

((ACTOR (tlARY) <3>F (»PSTATE*) <3>T UPSTATE«)) !NC <-2) TIHE (08895)- 
CERTAINTY (1.8)) 

(hAHY BECAME HURT) 

((CON ((ACTOR (flARV» <«> («PROPEL*) OBJECT («HAND* REF (*A*) PART (MA- 
RY)) FROM (MARY) TO (BILL) ihST ((ACTOR (HARf) <-> {*I10YE*) OBXCT (*- 
HAND* REF (*A*) PART (flARY)) FROM CuOC*» TO («ONE«)) FOCUS (CACTOPH- 
)) TIHE (0883^) FOCUS iiACTOR)) nQDE ((»CANNOT*))) <s ((ACTOR (»HAND*.. 
REF («A*; PART (IIARY)) <a> (*PHYSCüNT* VAL (BILD)) TIME (G888E) MOO-v 

t ({«CANNOT*)))) rCCE ({«NEG«)) CERIAINTY 11.0)) 

fflARY NOT HIT BILL) 

((CON ((CON nnON («ACTOR (MARY) <-> («PROPEL«) OBJECT («HAND* REF («- 
A«i PART (riARvn FROn (MARY) TO (FiLLP TIME (G0885)) <« ((ACTOR («HA« 
NQ* REF («A«) PART friARY)) .s> (*PHV5C0NT« VAL (BILL)J) TlItE (G8885)). 
ii <äC ((ACTW (ilARYs <BF («JOY«/ <s>T («JOY«)! INC (2)))) <s> («MLOC- 
* VAL (»LTn« PART (MARY) REF {«THE«)))) CERTAINTY (1.8) TIME (C8085)) 

(tlARY WANTED TO HIT BILL) 

((CON UCfN ('ACTOR (BILL) <«>F («PSTATE«) <ä>T («PSTATE«)» INC (-2) - 
CERTAINTY (1.8) TIME (G003D)) <SC ((ACTOR (MARY) <*J   («JOY«) <5>T (*- 
JOY*)) INC (2) TIME (G888B)))) <s> («fILOC* VAL («uTfl« PART (MARY) REF- 
i*THE«)))) C£RTAiNTY (1.8) TIME (G0885)) 

(MARY UANTED BILL TO BECOME HURT) 

((ACTOR (MARY) <«> («MFEEL«) «OBJECT («ANGER») TO (BILL)) FOOS ((ACT- 
OR)) CERTAINTY (1.8) TIHE (06085)) 

(MARY UAS ANGRY AT BILL) 
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((CON ({ACTOR (BILL) <-> (*?*)) TIHE (G0S28J FOCUS ((ACTOF<)) CERTAINT- 
Y (1.0)1 <• ((ACTOR CHARY) <■>! (*ONE*) <«>F (»ONE»)) INC (-2) TIHE (« 
G8028) FOCUS (ACTOR)) 

(WHAT DID BILL DO TO flARV) 

((ACTOR (JOHN) <-> (*nFEEL*) HOBJECT (»ANGtR*) TO (flARY)) FOCUS ((ACT- 
OR)) CERTAINTY (9.8) TS (Ge<?05)) 

(JOHN POSSIBLY BECADE ANGRY AT flARY) 
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(INFERENCE Ar€ REFERtfCf rS'ABLlfHMENT) 

Ue include this appendix to illustrate briefly how infererces are 

useful in egtaolishing references to tokens of real world concepts, A 

scheme has been devised which permits ClEnORY to proceed with other 

aspects of "understanding" even though all referents may not have been 

established before understanding begins. This scheme also provides for 

the eventual establ ishment of thes^; referents as another goal of the 

inference process, it is not hard to see that, in general, the solution 

of the reference problem for some concept can involve arbitrarily 

intimate and detailed interaction with the deductive processes of 

flEflORY, and that these processes must be designed to function with 

concepts whose features are not completely known. 

Consider the sentence 

'Andy's diaper is wet." 

Assume a    very simple    situation 'or    the sake    of example:     that flEfKJRY 

knows of  exactly  two coicepts,  flCl,  nC2 such  that 

X f   inCl,i1C2l: 

(01) (ISA X »PERSON) 
(02) (NAHE X  "ANDY") 
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(ie. MEMORY knouis two people by the name Andy). However,  possibly in 

addition to much other informal ion. MEnORY also knows 

(AGE MCI aiZMONTHS) 
and (AGE MCZ Ä25VEARS). 

This is a typical reference dilemma: no human hearer would hesitate in 

the coTect identification of "Andy" in this sentence using these pieces 

of knowledge (in no particular context). Vet the natural order of 

"establish references first, then infer" simply does not work in this 

case. In order to oegin inferencing, the referent of "Andy" is required 

{,e. access to the features of Cl in memory), but in order to establish 

♦he referent of "Andy" some level of deduction must take place. This is 

something of a parados on the surface. 

Actually, the fault lies in the assumption that reference 

establishment and infsr«ncing are distinct and sequential processes. The 

incorrectness of this assumption is but another example of the recurring 

theme that NO aspect of natural language processing, (from phonology to 

story comprehensicRl, can be completely compartmentalized. In reality, 

reference establishment and inferencmg are in genera! so intimately 

interrelated so as to be functionally almost indistinguishable. 

Nevertheless, there is an interesting sequence of processing which will 

solve this cla'-.s of reference problem. 

(We point out that there are many other interesting inferences to 

be made from this sentence. A glaring one is, of course "what kind of 

fluid?" The inference which suprlies. this information is an example of 
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LINGLHSfIC-!NFEnENCE. and is quite sti»Htr to th» case« m kihlch "hdiui" 

is inferred as the missing object implied by "hit". One difference ie 

that, while "hand" is predicted from an ACT, "urine' is predicted from a 

PP. namely 'diaper". Another difference is that "hand" is supplied in 

response to HISSING information, while "urine" is supplied to make a 

genera! concept more specific. Ue Hill ignore this and all other 

inferences not needed  in  the  foncwing description.) 

At   the    point   the    reference problem  is    undertaken,   the    state of 

this conceptualiration   is  the foiiowing: 

(*L0C* Cl: i(ISA Cl #FLUID)I 
C2: I (ISA r2 «DIAPER) 

(*P0SS* C2 C3: USA C3 «PERSON) 
(NAME C3 "ANDY")!))) 

ie. there is some fluid located at the diaper which is possessed by a 

person uhose name is Andy. Once the correct "«ANDY" has been identified, 

the referent of "diaper" can be establ ishec^using the principle that 

explicit subpropositions of a certain class (*PDSS* among these) should 

appease the reference-finding me-chanism. That is, "The diaper", 

occurring out of context with no conceptual modification is 

ref errent iaMy ambiguous, while "The diaper possessed by X" is a signal 

to nEflGRY that the speaker has mciuued what he feels is sufficient 

information either to identify or create the token of a diaper being 

referenced. However, this diaper processiig must wait for the *PDSS* 

proposition to be stored in MEhDRV and this in turn involves the 

determination of reference to the possessor (the problem at hand).  The 
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reference to ÄFLUiO is simply solved: the conceot #FLIJ1D is invoked as 

part of the definition of what it is to be wet, and MEflORY simply 

creates a token of this mar.s-noun concept, MEHORY realizes that 

references to irass nouns frequently occur with no explicit conceptual 

modification, ond does not bother to identify them further unless 

contradictory inferences result from them late'- on. This token of #FLUID 

stands for the fluid which ic currently in "Andy"'s diaper. Now only the 

person referent remains to be solved. 

Using its standard intersection search. flEflORV uses the tHO 

descriptive propositions to iocate MCI and NCZ as possible candidates 

for the referent of P. Since no more can be done at this point, flEfORY 

creates a concept. V'Z3t (which will turn out in this case to be 

temporary» whose occurence set (see beginning cf section VI) consists of 

the two propositions 01 and 02. In addition, riEflORY notes that this 

concept has been rreated as the result of an ambiguous referenc« 

(specifically, it adds fO tu the list 'REFUNESTAPUSHED). This done, a 

tn.u.cM ui = ui-jf-r which is possessed by t1C3 can now be created. This 

tcKen too, üy virtue of its referencing another possibly ■ncor'-actly 

identified concept in 'lEflüRY, Mill be subject to reference reevaluation, 

pending identification of nC3. At this point, MEflORY has an internal 

form of the conceptualization, albeit incompiete, so inferencing begins. 

Of interest to this example is the subproposition "f1C3 possesses a 

diaper." Subpropositions are briefly discussed in section VI. [3) 

describes in more detail the methods by which all subproposi t i one are 

extracted for exan-ination by the inference mechanism.  In this example 
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ue nave a ciear-cut example of where an explicit-peripheral 

subproposi t ion plays a major part in the understanding of the entire 

conceptualization:  one  inference meinory can make from 

(*P0SS* X: HISA X ^PERSON)!   Y: KiSA Y #DIAPER)j) 

wilh a high degree of certainty is that the possessor is an infant; 

namely: 

(AGE X «ORbtHflONTHS) 

(PÜHÜcflnONTHS \s a "fuzzy" concept uhich uill match any duration concept 

within its "fuzzy" liirits). The proposi tion (AGE f1C3 »ORDERilONTHS) is 

therefore added to t1C3's occurence set, and other inferencing proceeds. 

Eventually, all inferencing nil I die out or be stopped by depth 

controls. At chat point, HC3 Is detected -as still having been 

unestabl !5hed, so reference er-tabM shment is again undertaken. This 

time, however, new information is available ^hich resolves the conflicts 

tbb AGE predicate is recognized as matching the AGE Droposition stored 

on the occurence set of MCI. 'C3 has thus been identified. Its 

occurence sat, yhich he's probably been augmented by other infersness, is 

then siergsd with that of ttC3 to preserve any additional ;nformation 

COWJHtested, by the input or its inferenegä and .1C3 is purged. Finally, 

all subprcpositions of the original input are resubmitted to the 

/nferencer in heces of generating neu information fay making use of HCi's 

nc-w-accessateis    occurence    «fct.    Duplicated    information    is  immediately 
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rejected on this and subsequent passes. This procsdure is repeated gntii 

no new information turns up. At that point, any unidentified refenences 

are communicated externaMy in the form "X who?" or "what X?" 
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